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1. INTRODUCTION
During the past 30 years many mathematicians have been investigating
quasilinear elliptic problems of the type
yL u s f x , u , =u in VŽ .
1.1Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
where V is a smooth bounded domain in R N, N G 2, L is a uniformly
elliptic operator of second order verifying the strong maximum principle,
and f : V = R = R N “ R is a Caratheodory function satisfying appropri-´
ate growth conditions. These studies have contributed for a better under-
Ž .standing of several questions related to 1.1 , for example, regularity,
Ž .existence, and nonexistence of a solution. In the literature, problem 1.1 is
known to be critical in the gradient if f has quadratic growth in the
gradient. This is a reasonable assumption when we are seeking for a
w xsolution. In fact, Serrin 14 has proved that if f has a superquadratic
Ž .growth in the gradient, then 1.1 may not have a solution. On the other
hand, several authors have obtained results on the existence of a solution
wwhen f has critical growth in the gradient. For instance, see 1, 3, 5, 8, 9,
x12, 13, 16 . Part of these works are concerned to the question of existence
when f interacts in some sense with the first eigenvalue of L ; see
w xespecially 5, 9, 16 . The basic tools that have been used are a priori
estimates, degree theory, and the super-subsolution method.
The present paper deals with the problem
yD u s f x , u , =u in VŽ .p 1.2Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
where V is a C 2 bounded domain in R N, N G 2 and D u sp
Ž < < py2 .div =u =u denotes the p-Laplacian with 1 - p - ‘.
Ž .Problems of form 1.2 arise naturally as stationary states of certain
models in fluids mechanics. Therefore, it is important to obtain informa-
tion about the existence and nonexistence of solutions for this problem. By
Ž . Ž .a weak solution supersolution, subsolution of 1.2 we mean a function
1 1Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .u g C V satisfying f ?, u ? , =u ? g L V , u s 0 on › V andl oc
< < py2=u =u ? =f dx s G , F f x , u , =u f dxŽ . Ž .H H
V V
1Ž . Ž .for every f g C V with f G 0 in V. Similarly, the problem 1.2 is said0
to be critical in the gradient if f has a growth of power p in the gradient.
In this case, some authors have presented various results on the existence
Ž . w xof a weak solution for 1.2 ; see 4, 6 . However, it has not been analyzed
what occurs when f interacts with the spectrum of the p-Laplacian. In the
present work, we obtain several results on the existence of weak solutions
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under assumptions that relate f and the first eigenvalue l of the p-Lapla-1
cian. Some of these results have not been considered even when p s 2.
Getting a complete understanding, we provide necessary and sufficient
conditions for existence of positive weak solutions. For example, we show
that the problem
a py1p< <yD u s =u q b 1 q ku in VŽ .p 1 q ku
u s 0 on › V ,
where a, b ) 0 and k G 0 are constants, admits a positive weak solution if
Ž Ž . . py1 Ž . py1and only if k p y 1 q a b - p y 1 l . Hence,1
< < pyD u s a =u q b in Vp
u s 0 on › V
py1 Ž . py1has a positive weak solution if and only if a b - p y 1 l . Besides,1
we give sufficient conditions under which the problem
a uŽ . p py1< <yD u s =u q bu in Vp 1 q ku
u s 0 on › V ,
possesses a positive weak solution. When p s 2, we discuss the existence
of weak solutions under more general hypotheses on f. In particular, we
investigate equations of the type
< < 2yDu s a x , u =u q b x , u in VŽ . Ž .
u s 0 on › V .
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we provide necessary
and sufficient non-resonance conditions for the existence of positive weak
Ž .solutions for 1.2 . In Section 3 we show some results on the existence of
positive weak solutions for problems subject to other non-resonance condi-
Ž .tions. Finally, in Section 4 we analyze the problem 1.2 in the case p s 2.
In particular, we give more general sufficient conditions than those of
w xSection 2. Our arguments are based on the Dıaz and Saa inequality 7 ,´
degree theory, and super-subsolution method.
2. EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE OF
POSITIVE SOLUTIONS
In this section we search for necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence of positive weak solutions for the problem
< < pyD u s a u =u q b x , u in VŽ . Ž .p 2.1Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
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w .where a: R “ R is a continuous function, R s 0, q‘ , and b: V =q q q
R “ R is a Caratheodory function; that is, for a.e. x g V the function´q q
Ž . Ž .b x, . is continuous and for every s g R the function b ., s is measurable.
Before stating our first result, let us consider the problem
yD ¤ s g x , ¤ in VŽ .p 2.2Ž .
¤ s 0 on › V ,
where g : V = R “ R is a Caratheodory function verifying´q q
g x , s F c s py1 q 1Ž . Ž .
for every x g V a.e., s G 0, and some constant c ) 0.
w xThe following result is taken from 2 :
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose
g x , sŽ .
lim sup - l , uniformly for x g V a.e.1py1ss“q‘
1Ž . Ž .Then 2.2 admits at least one nonnegati¤e weak solution in C V .
Let H: R “ R be defined byq q
s1t
H t s exp a r dr ds.Ž . Ž .H Hž /p y 10 0
Ž .Assume that the pair a, b satisfies
py1XH t b x , tŽ . Ž .
Ž .H1 lim sup - l , uniformly for x g V a.e.,1py1H tŽ .t“q‘
Ž .H2 there are constants c, k ) 0 such that
XŽ . py1 Ž . Ž . py1H t b x, t F cH t for x g V a.e. and t G k,
Ž . Ž . ‘Ž .H3 sup b ?, t g L V .
w xtg 0, k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. If H1 , H2 and H3 are fulfilled, then 2.1 admits
at least one nonnegati¤e weak solution.
XŽ .Proof. Since H t G 1 for t G 0, then
H t “ q‘ as t “ q‘. 2.3Ž . Ž .
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Ž . Ž XŽ y1Ž ... py1 Ž y1Ž .. Ž . Ž .Define g x, s s H H s b x, H s . From 2.3 and H1 , it
follows that
g x , sŽ .
lim sup - l , uniformly for x g V a.e.1py1ss“q‘
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, by H2 and H3 , there exists c ) 0 such that
g x , s F c s py1 q 1 for every x g V a.e. and s G 0.Ž . Ž .
1Ž . Ž .By Lemma 2.1, 2.2 admits a nonnegative weak solution ¤ g C V . So,
y1Ž .defining u s H ¤ , we conclude that u is a nonnegative weak solution
Ž .of 2.1 .
Let a, c: R “ R be continuous functions and b, d: V = R “ R beq q q q
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Caratheodory functions such that a t F c t and b x, t F d x, t for´ 1 2 1 2
every x g V a.e. and t , t G 0.1 2
Suppose
Ž . Ž . < < p Ž . Ž . Ž . < < p Ž .H4 a t j q b x, t F f x, t, j F c t j q d x, t
for every x g V a.e., t G 0, and j g R N.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Assume H4 with a, b and c, d satisfying H1 , H2 ,
Ž . Ž .and H3 . Then 1.2 admits at least one nonnegati¤e weak solution.
1Ž .Proof. Let u, u g C V be nonnegative weak solutions of problems
< < pyD u s a u =u q b x , u in VŽ . Ž .p
u s 0 on › V ,
p< <y D u s c u =u q d x , u in VŽ . Ž .p
u s 0 on › V .
Ž .By H4 and the comparison principle, we conclude that u is a subsolution
Ž . Ž .of 1.2 , u is a supersolution of 1.2 , and u F u in V. Therefore, by
1, a Ž . w xC V estimates in 11 and monotonic iteration, one concludes that
1Ž . Ž .there exists u g C V , which is a weak solution of 1.2 with u F u F u.
Now let us give necessary conditions for the existence of a positive weak
Ž .solution for 2.1 .
Assume
Ž . XŽ . py1 Ž . Ž . py1H5 H t b x, t G l H t for x g V a.e. and t ) 0,1
Ž . XŽ . py1 Ž . Ž . py1H6 H t b x, t ) l H t for x in a subset of positive1
measure of V and t ) 0.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. If H5 and H6 are satisfied, then 2.1 does not
admit a positi¤e weak solution.
Ž .Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that 2.1 admits a positive weak
1Ž . Ž .solution u g C V . Define ¤ s H u . Then ¤ is a positive weak solution
Ž . Ž .of 2.2 , where g x, s is as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. In addition, by
Ž . Ž .H5 and H6 , one gets
g ?, ¤ ? G l ¤ py1 ? in V a.e. 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
g ?, ¤ ? ) l ¤ py1 ? in a subset of positive measure of V . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
Let w be a positive eigenfunction associated to l such that w ) ¤ in V.1 1 1
Ž p p. py1 Ž p p. py1 1, pŽ .Since w y ¤ rw , ¤ y w r¤ g W V , we can write1 1 1 0
w p y ¤ p ¤ p y w p1 1py2 py2< < < <I s =w =w ? = dx q =¤ =¤ ? = dx.H H1 1 py1 py1ž /ž /w ¤V V1
w xFrom the Dıaz and Saa inequality 7 , we know that I G 0. On the other´
Ž . Ž .hand, from 2.4 and 2.5 , we obtain
g x , ¤Ž .
p p p pI s l w y ¤ dx q ¤ y w dxŽ . Ž .H H1 1 1py1¤V V
g x , ¤Ž .
p ps l y w y ¤ dx - 0,Ž .H 1 1py1ž /¤V
a contradiction.
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let us consider the problem
< < pyD u s a =u q b in Vp 2.6Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
Ž .where a, b ) 0 are constants. Then, by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, 2.6
admits a positive weak solution if and only if
py1py1a b - p y 1 l .Ž . 1
EXAMPLE 2.2. More generally, set the problem
a py1p< <yD u s =u q b 1 q ku in VŽ .p 1 q ku 2.7Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
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where a, b ) 0 and k G 0 are constants. Then, by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2,
Ž .2.7 possesses a positive weak solution if and only if
py1 py1k p y 1 q a b - p y 1 l .Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the problem
a py1p< <yD u s =u q b 1 q u in VŽ .ap 1 q uŽ . 2.8Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
where a, b ) 0 and a ) 1 are constants. Then, by an extension of
L’Hospital’s rule and Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, it is easy to conclude that
Ž .2.8 has a positive weak solution if and only if b - l .1
3. EXISTENCE OF POSITIVE SOLUTIONS UNDER
OTHER NON-RESONANCE CONDITIONS
In this section we need the following result which is a consequence of
the degree theory in cones:
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose
g x , sŽ .
Ž .i lim inf ) l , uniformly for x g V a.e.,1py1ss“q‘
g x , sŽ .
Ž .ii lim sup - l , uniformly for x g V a.e.1py1
q ss“0
Ž .Then 2.2 admits at least one positi¤e weak solution.
5 5 1, pProof. At first, one shows that there exists c ) 0 such that u W ŽV .0
Ž .F c for every nonnegative weak solution u of 2.2 . This is done by
contradiction, supposing that there is a sequence of nonnegative weak
5 5 1, psolutions u such that u “ ‘. Dividing the equation by its normsW ŽV .n n 0
to the power of p y 1 and taking the limit, one arrives at the relation
yD ¤ s g x ¤ py1 in VŽ .p
¤ G 0 in V
¤ s 0 on › V ,
5 5 1, pwhere ¤ is, up to a subsequence, the weak limit of u r u ,W ŽV .n n 0
‘Ž . Ž . Ž .g g L V and, by i , g x ) l for x g V a.e. Using the Dıaz and Saa´1
w xinequality 7 , it is easy to verify that ¤ ’ 0 in V; otherwise it must change
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sign. Taking u as a test function in the equation satisfied by u , dividingn n
by its norms to the power of p, and letting n “ ‘, one gets a contradic-
 1, pŽ .tion. The next step is considering the cone C s u g W V : u G 0 in0
4 w . Ž .V and defining the homotopy H: 0, q‘ = C “ C by ¤ s H t, u , where
yD ¤ s g x , u q t in VŽ .p
¤ s 0 on › V .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let T u s H 0, u . Using ii , one concludes that there exists r ) 0 such
Ž . w x 5 5 1, pthat u / tT u for every t g 0, 1 and u g C with u s r. InW ŽV .0
w .addition, suppose that there are t g 0, q‘ and u g C satisfying u s
Ž . Ž .H t, u . Using i , one obtains
yD u G lu py1 q t y c in Vp
with l ) l . Assuming t ) c and again applying the Dıaz and Saa inequal-´1
w xity 7 , one concludes that u ’ 0 in V, contradicting t ) c. Hence, t F c.
5 5 1, pTherefore, there exists M ) r such that u - M for every u g CW ŽV .0
Ž . w .satisfying u s H t, u for some t g 0, q‘ . Now applying the result about
w xexpansion of cones due to Krasnoselskii 10 we are done.
Now, assume
py1XH t b x , tŽ . Ž .
Ž .H7 lim inf ) l , uniformly for x g V a.e.,1py1t“q‘ H tŽ .
py1XH t b x , tŽ . Ž .
Ž .H8 lim sup - l , uniformly for x g V a.e.1py1
q H tŽ .t“0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. If H2 , H3 , H7 , and H8 are fulfilled, then 2.1
admits at least one positi¤e weak solution.
Proof. Let g : V = R “ R be as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Byq q
Ž . Ž .H7 and H8 , we get
g x , s g x , sŽ . Ž .
lim inf ) l and lim sup - l ,1 1py1 py1
qs ss“q‘ s“0
Ž . Ž .both uniformly for x g V a.e. Furthermore, by H2 and H3 , there exists
a constant c ) 0 such that
g x , s F c s py1 q 1 for x g V a.e. and s G 0.Ž . Ž .
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1Ž . Ž .Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, 2.2 admits a positive weak solution ¤ g C V .
y1Ž .So, defining u s H ¤ , we conclude that u is a positive weak solution of
Ž .2.1 .
Ž . Ž .Note that H8 implies u ’ 0 in V is also a solution of 2.1 . By virtue of
Ž .Proposition 3.1 and with the aid of the auxiliary problem 2.1 , a similar
procedure used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 allow us to state the following
result.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Assume H4 with a, b and c, d satisfying H2 , H3 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .H7 , and H8 . Then 1.2 admits at least one positi¤e weak solution.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let us consider the equation
a uŽ . p py1< <yD u s =u q bu in Vp 1 q ku 3.1Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
where a: R “ R is a bounded continuous function and b, k ) 0 areq q
Ž .constants. Clearly, u ’ 0 is a trivial solution of 3.1 . However, if
lim inf a t s a,Ž .
t“q‘
b - l1
and
py1a
q 1 b ) l ,1ž /k p y 1Ž .
Ž .then, by Proposition 3.1, 3.1 admits a positive weak solution. In particu-
lar, if
py11
1 y l - b - l ,1 1ž /p
then the problem
1 p py1< <yD u s =u q bu in Vp 1 q u
u s 0 on › V ,
has a positive weak solution.
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4. THE CASE p s 2
In this section we generalize Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 for p s 2.
Consider the problem
N
yD¤ q B x , ¤ D ¤ q C x , ¤ ¤ s g x , ¤ in VŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i
is1 4.1Ž .
¤ s 0 on › V ,
where B , C, g : V = R “ R are Caratheodory functions.´i
w xThe next lemma follows as a particular case of a result in 15 .
LEMMA 4.1. Assume
Ž . < Ž . < < Ž . <i There is a constant c ) 0 such that B x, s F c and C x, s F ci
for x g V a.e. and s g R. Define
J ¤ , ¤Ž .
m s lim inf ,1 2
22 5 55 5¤ “q‘ ¤L ŽV . L ŽV .
1, 2Ž .¤gW V0
where
N
2 2< <J ¤ , ¤ s =u dx q B x , ¤ D ¤¤ dx q C x , ¤ ¤ dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH H Hi i
V V Vis1
Ž .Then m g y‘, q‘ . In addition, if1
g x , sŽ .
Ž .ii lim sup - m , uniformly for x g V, a.e.,1s< <s “q‘
Ž . < Ž . < Ž < < .iii there is a constant c ) 0 such that g x, s F c s q 1 for1 1
x g V a.e. and s g R
Ž .then 4.1 admits at least one weak solution.
Ž .Remark 4.1. There is c ) 0 such that if B and C verify i of Lemma0 i
4.1 with c in place of c, then J G 0, m ) 0, and the full elliptic operator0 1
Ž .of the left-hand side of 4.1 satisfies the strong maximum principle. In this
case, if g : V = R “ R , then Lemma 4.1 provides the existence of aq q
nonnegative weak solution.
Now let us discuss the problem
< < 2yDu s a x , u =u q b x , u in V ,Ž . Ž . 4.2Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
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where a: V = R “ R , D a, D a: V = R “ R are continuous functionsq q i i i q
Ž .and b: V = R “ R is a Caratheodory function, where D a x, t s´q q i
Ž . Ž . Ž .D a x, t and D a x, t s D a x, t .x i i x xi i i
Assume the assumption below
Ž . < t Ž . <H9 There is a constant k ) 0 such that H D a x, r dr F k and0 i
< t Ž . < Ž .H D a x, r dr F k for every x, t g V = R .0 i i q
Define H: V = R “ R byq q
st
H x , t s exp a x , r dr ds.Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 0
2Ž . Ž .Since H g C V = R and D H x, t G 1 for x g V and t G 0, by theq t
implicit function theorem or, more precisely, the submersion local form
2Ž . Ž Ž ..theorem, there exists K g C V = R such that s s H x, K x, s . Letq
N
2 2< <J ¤ , ¤ s =¤ dx q B x , ¤ D ¤¤ dx q C x , ¤ ¤ dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH H Hi i
V V Vis1
for every ¤ g W 1, 2 V , whereŽ .0
2 H x , K x , sŽ .Ž .x tiB x , s s ,Ž .i H x , K x , sŽ .Ž .t
N H x , K x , sŽ .Ž .x xi iC x , s sŽ . Ý ž sis1
2 H x , K x , s H x , K x , sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .x t xi iy ./H x , K x , s sŽ .Ž .t
Ž . Ž .By H9 , B and C verify i of Lemma 4.1, so m is finite. Suppose J G 0,i 1
Ž .m ) 0, and the full elliptic operator of the left-hand side of 4.1 verifies1
the strong maximum principle; see Remark 4.1.
Assume that b satisfies
H x , t b x , tŽ . Ž .tŽ .H10 lim sup - m , uniformly for x g V a.e.,1H x , tŽ .t“q‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .H11 there are constants c, k ) 0 such that H x, t b x, t Ft
Ž .cH x, t for x g V and t G k.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. If H3 , H9 , H10 , and H11 are fulfilled, then
Ž .4.2 admits at least one nonnegati¤e weak solution.
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Proof. Define g x, s s H x, K x, s b x, K x, s . From H3 , H9 ,t
Ž . Ž .H10 , and H11 , one has
g x , sŽ .
lim sup - m , uniformly for x g V a.e.,1ss“q‘
g x , s F c s q 1 , for all x g V a.e. and s G 0.Ž . Ž .
Ž .By Lemma 4.1 and Remark 4.1, 4.1 admits a nonnegative weak solution
1 2, p 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .¤ g C V l W V . Now, denoting u s K x, ¤ we get u g C V l
2, pŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..W V ; let us verify that u satisfies 4.2 . Indeed, since ¤ x s H x, u x
we get
¤ s H q H u ,x x t xi i i
¤ s H q 2 H u q H u2 q H u .x x x x x t x t t x t x xi i i i i i i i i
Then
N
2< <D¤ s H q 2 H u q H =u q H Du.Ž .Ý x x x t x t t ti i i i
is1
Inserting ¤ in the expression of B and C yieldsi
N N
B x , ¤ D ¤ q C x , ¤ ¤ s H q 2 H u .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i x x x t xi i i i
is1 is1
Consequently
N
yD¤ q B x , ¤ D ¤ q C x , ¤ ¤Ž . Ž .Ý i i
is1
< < 2s yH x , u =u y H x , u Du.Ž . Ž .t t t
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since g x, ¤ s H x, u b x, u , it remains to note that H s aH .t t t t
Finally, let a, c: V = R “ R be continuous functions and b, d: V =q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .R “ R Caratheodory functions such that a x, t F c x, t and b x, t´q q 1 2 1
Ž .F d x, t for every x g V a.e. and t , t G 0.2 1 2
Suppose
Ž . Ž . < < 2 Ž . Ž . Ž . < < 2 Ž .H12 a x, t j q b x, t F f x, t, j F c x, t j q d x, t , for
every x g V a.e. and t G 0.
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An analogous reasoning used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 produces the
following result:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.1. Suppose H12 with a, b and c, d ¤erifying H3 , H9 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .H10 , and H11 . Then 1.2 admits at least one nonnegati¤e weak solution.
Ž . Ž .When a x, t s a t , one has B ’ 0 ’ C. Consequently, m s l .i 1 1
Hence, when p s 2, Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 generalize Proposi-
tion 2.1 and Theorem 2.1, respectively. We finish by giving an example
where the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 are not necessarily satisfied;
however, Proposition 4.1 applies.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let us set the problem
a « xŽ . 2< <yDu s =u q b x 1 q u in VŽ . Ž .a
1 q uŽ . 4.3Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
where a ) 0, a: R N “ R is a function of class C 2 such that D a andq i
D a are bounded functions in R N, and b: V “ R is a bounded measur-i i q
able function.
Ž . N Ž .If a x ’ a g R for every x g R and b x - l uniformly for x g V1
Ž .a.e., then, by Proposition 2.1, 4.3 admits a positive weak solution. On the
other hand, if a is not constant, there exists « ) 0 such that the0
conditions given in Remark 4.1 hold for every 0 - « - « . Hence, if0
0 - « - « and0
b x - m , uniformly for x g V a.e., 4.4Ž . Ž .1
Ž .then problem 4.3 possesses a positive weak solution. In particular, there
Ž .is « ) 0 such that if 0 - « - « and 4.4 holds, then the problem0 0
cos2 «ÝN xŽ .is1 i 2< <yDu s =u q b x 1 q u in VŽ . Ž .a
1 q uŽ .
u s 0 on › V ,
has a positive weak solution.
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